Getting Your Arms Around
Your Firm's Receivables Better Now Than Later
Our web site and email
addresses have changed!
Now you can reach us at
jakek@clientci.com and visit
us at www.clientci.com.

With the downturn
in the economy,
businesses and
individuals are
experiencing cash
flow problems
because of a
declining need for
products and services.
Many are holding
on to their cash

ash flow problems have always been the
number one reason why clients do not pay
their bills to law firms. And now because
of an uncertain economy, this problem becomes
more prevalent. Last to be paid are bills
perceived as being non-essential to business
operations. The harsh reality is that legal bills
typically fall into this category. For many
businesses and individuals, paying legal bills
does not carry the same urgency as payment
to others.
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Clients are smart. They know very little will
happen if they don’t pay their legal bills on time.
Law firms have conditioned their clients to pay
at their own convenience, without penalty.
Clients often disguise their cash flow problems
through delay tactics in order to buy more time,
or avoid paying altogether.
Law firms should have a sense of urgency to
shorten their collection cycle, not only because
of the uncertain future, but also because it is
critical to determine if and when clients will pay
in order to understand how it will affect cash
flow within the firm.
These tougher times demand that firms take
specific action regarding their overall accounts
receivable management. Firms should:

reserves and not
paying certain
vendors timely
because of what
everyone seems to
agree is an uncertain
time, with more
uncertainty ahead.

1. Not make the mistake of thinking
they can collect themselves out of a
receivables problem. Taking steps to
collect aged receivables may help cash flow in
the short term, but without fundamental changes
to prevent collection problems, the lawyers will
quickly return to bad habits and the firm will find
itself in the same dilemma down the road.
The firm must evaluate its client/matter intake
process and identify problem receivables early, so
they can take action before it is too late. Firms
frequently look at their older receivables and
admit to having a collection problem. However,
the real problem is that the problem has long
existed, but they did not take the time to
recognize it earlier in the aging process or
before the work even started.

2. Establish effective accounts receivable reports. At a minimum, you need to
know if an account is actively being pursued,
what the payment status is, who is pursuing the
collection efforts and whether they are getting
results, why clients are not paying, and what

needs to be done to get them to pay. Firms that
are successful in managing accounts receivable
are those that regularly review updated
information on the client payment status in
order to act quickly. At a minimum, categorize
receivables to determine:
• Is it collectible? If so, when can we
expect payment
• Is it problematic? How good are the
chances we will get paid?
• Is it simply not collectible?
Reviewing various financial reports is essential
to managing receivables. However, it is not just
reading the numbers, but also using the reports
to understand the clients’ stories and the
relationships behind the numbers.

3. Start digging for information.
Begin by running various balance level reports
from $5,000 to $50,000 over 90 days to
determine where your larger balances are.
Check the payment history of these clients, as
well as new clients with no payment history.
When looking at revenue results or projections,
be realistic about whether the firm is
underachieving in its collection goals.
Don’t depend on historical patterns of bill
collections. In economically stable times, you
can safely assume that collections increase as
the year progresses. An unstable economy
can disrupt payment patterns. So measure
revenue projections on a monthly basis, and
be realistic about whether the firm is
underachieving in its collection goals.

4. Have the right leadership and
collection committees in place.
Effective receivables management starts from the
top. The firm needs to put the right people in
leadership positions and hold them accountable
for making progress on collection efforts. These
leaders must have the ability to tell the attorneys
to address their collections and, in turn, hold the
attorneys accountable for their actions (or lack
thereof). Many firms are losing revenue by giving
attorneys too much individual autonomy
regarding collections. We wonder when such
firms will stop tolerating “good clients” who just
don’t pay their bills. When are they going to
stop permitting clients to pay slowly without
asking why? When will they start dictating the

